YOUR NEXT READ
Historical Fiction
The Eulogist

All the Flowers in Paris

From the author of The Water Dancers and
Good Family comes the story of an Irish
family that emigrates to America in 1819 and
settles in Cincinnati, Ohio, where they will
confront the horrible reality of slavery on the
opposite bank of the Ohio River

A tale told from alternating viewpoints
follows the experiences of a Parisian woman
who awakens with no memory of her past
before discovering a mysterious cache of
letters by a young woman of Jewish
ancestry during the Nazi occupation.

by Terry Gamble

Gods of Jade and
Shadow
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia

A dark fairy tale inspired by folklore is set
against the Jazz age in Mexico’s
underworld, where a young dreamer is sent
by the Mayan God of Death on a lifechanging journey. By the award-winning
author of Signal to Noise.

City of Ink
by Elsa Hart

Forced to return home to unravel the
mystery surrounding his mentor's execution,
Li Du confronts painful memories while
investigating a double murder, the secrets
of several Beijing residents and threats
against his safety. By the author of White
Mirror

by Sarah Jio

Tidelands

by Philippa Gregory
In a tale set during England’s mid-17thcentury civil war, an herbalist seeking to
escape an abusive relationship is targeted
by witchcraft mania in her tidelands
community.

The Only Woman in the
Room
by Marie Benedict

A beautiful woman escapes her Austrian
arms-dealer husband to become Hollywood
legend Hedy Lamarr while hiding a secret
double life as a Jewish scientist and sharing
vital information about the Third Reich.

Pachinko

The Island of Sea
Women

In early 1900s Korea, Sunja finds herself
pregnant and alone, bringing shame on her
family until a minister offers to marry her
and take her to Japan, in the saga of a
family bound together as their faith and
identity are called into question

The ostracized daughter of a Japanese
collaborator and the daughter of their
Korean village's head female diver share
nearly a century of friendship that is tested
by their island's torn position between two
warring empires.

by Min Jin Lee

Courting Mr. Lincol
Lincoln
n
by Louis Bayard

Reimagines the early adulthood of a future
16th President from the alternating views of
the two people who knew and loved him
best, including spirited debutante Mary
Todd and Lincoln's intimate confidante,
Joshua Speed.

by Lisa See

The Nickel Boys
by Colson Whitehead

A follow-up to the Pulitzer Prize- and
National Book Award-winning, The
Underground Railroad, follows the
harrowing experiences of two AfricanAmerican teens at an abusive reform school
in Jim Crow-era Florida.
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